
Oak Class Home Learning: Tuesday 23rd February

English - Adjectives
Remember when we learned about nouns and verbs last term?  Now we’re going to learn 
about another type of word called an adjective.  I love adjectives because they make 
your writing so much more interesting!  Adjectives are describing words.  They describe 
what things look like or how they feel.  Watch the video below to get the idea. Then find 
the adjectives on the worksheet below.  If you can’t print it out just write the adjectives in 
a list on paper.

Maths - 
Let’s learn: 

Today we’re going to do a bit more sharing.  Watch the video below and have a go at the 
worksheet.

Practical Maths:
Get an egg box or Yorkshire Pud tray and 20 pieces of pasta or sweets or something 
small.  Share the pasta between 4 sections.  How many is in each bit?  Now share them 
between 5, 10 and 2 parts.



Oak Class Home Learning: Tuesday 23rd February

Topic - Parts of a Farm
Every farm is different.  Some have animals, some grow crops and some do both.  
Today we’re going to find out about different buildings or features of the countryside 
you might get on a farm.
Task: draw a picture of a farm.  Your farm MUST have these features: a forest nearby, 
a hill, a pond, a river, a farmhouse with a garage, an office, a shop selling farm 
produce, 3 fields with different crops growing, a barn, a pigsty, a milking shed, a hen 
house, a stable block and any other features you can think of or find out about.  Don’t 
forget to label them!
Challenge: explain what each feature is used for.

Physical challenge - Bunny Jump Challenge
How many bunny jumps over a bench or stool can you complete in 60 seconds? Place two 
hands on the bench or stool and jump side to side making sure both feet go over the bench. To 
make it easier, step over.  If you don’t have a bench put your hands on the ground.

Can you beat your score from Week 3?


